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.Dunn announces
$60 million
fundraising goal
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And you thought
President Randy Dunn announced Friday
book burning was a theUniversity
University has received $41.8 milllon toward their
thinQ of the pasL goal of $60 million in the campaign "Hold Thy Banner
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High: The Campaign for the Students of Murray Stnte
University."
Dunn said the- last few million dollars will take 1the
hardest work.
"This campaign will be a success," Dunn ~aid. "I have
no Joubt. This is the most ambitious, comprehensive
campaign we have ever had. We had to make. sure the
University was ready to undertak~ this project."
Bob Jackson, vice president for the center of develop·
ment, said money raised will benefit scholarships, academic excellence, strategic investments and athletics.
Murray State University Board of Regents Chair Alan
' Stout said it is more important than ever for the endow·
ment of the University to help students with their academic goals.
"Alumni have always responded to the challenges
that have been set before us." Stout said. "They will do
so again."
Tllis campaign is strictly for the students, Dunn said.
Murray State needs to award more scholarships to keep
up with the competition and to ensure any prospective
student can come to Murray, Dunn said.
"The market place in higher education is a competi·
tive market right now," Dunn said. UThe money that will
be raised in this campaign will allow us to compete for
the next 10 to 20 years."
Kara Mantooth, graduate student from Owensboro,
Ky., and the Student Government Association presi·
dent, said Murray State alumni will continue to support
the University and its students.
"This campaign shows the commitment Murray State
has for its students," Mantooth said. "The alumni have
Murray State in their heart. It is a really exciting time
for the students to have so much support.''
David Dill, alumnus and National Campaign co-chair,
said the education be received at Murray State allowed
him to compete with other graduates from more expen·
sive schools such as Harvard and Princeton.
.tl want to make sure other people get to experience
what I got to experience during my time here in Mur·
ray," Dill said.
The official campaign video and daily amount of
money raised are posted at murraystate. edu/campaign.
For more information about donors to the campaign go
to raceralumni.com
Contact Cobb at sshlce.cobb@murraystatc.edu.
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Internal search for dean raises faculty concern
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of the Faculty Senate in what became a
''dust up" among senators, Faculty Senate
President Steven White said.
The resolution in question would have
been an official suggestion to University
President Randy Dunn to conduct a
national search for the dean of libraries
position. which is currently an internal
search. The vote was 14 for, nine against
and nine abstentions.
"The library is a University-wide
resource, so it's important what happens
to the library. far more than anywhere
else," White said.
White said the possibility of a new $58
million library also created a concern in
the Senate, as the dean of libraries would
oversee the entire construction.
"I think an external search is always a
better idea," White said. "An external
search, even if an internal candidate was
then selected, puts that candidate in a
more powerful position and adds a little
more prestige. We need a strong advocate
for the library."
White said he is concerned the choice
to conduct an internal search may be for
monetary reasons.
"The only thing we are saving by doing
an internal search is money," White said.
"I'm not sure this is the time to be saving
money. We're going to be living with that
decision for a long time."

Photo courtesy of L!nd.1 Bartnik

The dean of libraries will oversee the construction of the new $58 million library.
Dunn said while he thinks a full-scale
national search for a dean is usually preferred, his right to conduct an internal
search is stated in the Faculty Handbook.
"I look at the consideration of this issue
as some who were looking to scold me for
something that is explicitly indicated," he
said. "If there is a desire to take some
action, it may be to first reconsider that
language in the handbook. and I would
certainly be willing to look at that."
Section 1.35.1 of the Faculty Handbook
states, "If the President determines it is in

the best interests of the university to
restrict the search to internal candidates"
then he or she may db so.
Dunn said he decided to conduct an
internal search due to overwhelming sup·
port from the library faculty and staff, as
well as the lack of success in previous
national searches for a dean of libraries.
"It has to be my determination as pres·
ident that it is in the best interest of the
University that we go internal as opposed
to external," he said. "J can't just do it on
a whim, I can't just do it arbitrarily. It's

important to me that people understand
that I in fact tried to do that."
White said he thinks there is an obvious
candidate many would like to sec as the
next dean of libraries.
"l think when you're doing an internal
search, you're essentially saying that
you've got an inside candidate that you
think will do just fine," he said.
"This was an internal search, not an
internal appointment," Linda Bartnik,
head reference librarian and library rep·
rcsentativc to the Faculty Senate, said.
"Anyone, University wide, could have
applied."
White said while the vote concerning
the resolution is in question among m~y
senators, he doubts the productivity of
re\·isiting it. The question is whether the
nine abstentions count as "no" votes, thus
defeating the vote. The senate reverted to
Robert's Rules of Order, a book outlining
parliamentary procedure.
"The senators are busily discussing and
interpreting the language of the Faculty
Senate (constitution)," he said. "My feel•
ing is that the senate executive committee
will he dealing with that in the next
month:·
The deadline for applications for the
position was Sept. 30. The search committee, chaired by Associate Provost Bon·
nie Higginson. will make n recommcnda·
tion to the president this semester. The
new dean will start work Jan. I, 2010.

Contact
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murraystate.edu.
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Campus Briefly

News Editor: Laura Cash
Phone: 809-4468

This week
Today

•3 p.m. Soccer vs. Morehead SWe
Uniyersity; Cutchin Field, free
•7:30 p.m. Volleybtll vs. Alistin
Peay State UniversitY: Racer
Arena. free
•7:30 p.m. "Fires on the Plain;"
Cinema lnterQ.ltiooal; Cum$
Center Theater. f:tee

Saturday

Sunday

•1 p.m. SOftbaU vs. Midcont:iDeot
Unl~ity; Racer softball field at
Murray CitY P!\l'lt, free
•2 p.m. Volleyball vs. Tennessee
State; Racer ,Arena, free
•7:30 p.m. "Fires on the Plain;"
Cinema InternatiOnal; Curtis
Center Theater. free
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•U a.m. Journey Church service;
CUrris Center Dance Lounge. free
•1 p.m. Soccer vs. £astern KentuckY University; Cutchin Field,
free

.r . ·.
:,,~ ~· \i
· n·· -

•5 p.m. RCA meetina: CUrris CeDter Ohio Room: wen to public
•6 P&. "Hey Coach;" 'ne Big
Apple Caft join a ~;oach and a student athlete for 9\lestion.s
•8 p.m. Green River Ordinance;
sponsored by SGA and CABi CJU'·
ris Center Stables. flee
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Oct.19
Sp.m.
Green River
Ordinance;
sponsored by
SGA and CAB;
Curris Center
Stables, free

Courtesy Q( popculturemadness.com

Tuesday
~

p.m. Leadership Workshop ~es:
tips on different leadership topics;
Cunis Center Ohio Room. fr~
eS p.m. CAB meeting; Curti$ Center
Tennessee RQOm; op('n to U., public
•5'.30 p.m. Murray State StudentS for
Life mee~ Curris Center Mississip.piRoom
P6 p.m. Murray State Dance Co~y
(r,ee ballet class; Catr Health Dance
Studio

.Police Beat
:Oct.
8
.
~

' 10:53 a.m. A caller from the
: }Sth and Olive streets' parking
:lot reported damage to a vehifk An officer requested
(acilities management help
because the damage was
caused by a parking bumper.
'fhe incident was referred to
: facilities management.
:s:10 p.m. The residence direc. tor on call at Elizabeth Col!lege reported a wasp nest out: side and that wasps were
=~r\tering the building. Munay
: Slate police referred the call
• to 'central Plant.
7:46 p.m. A caller from the
• Curris Center requested an
• officer for a person who was
· asked to leave the building
but did not comply. An officer
asked the individual to leave
and said she complied.

Oct.9
:12:09 a.m. A caller from the
200 block of College Courts

Wednesday

Thursday

e$ pJIL SGA meetiog: Curds Center
Barkley Room. o~ to publk
•8 p.m. Michael Kent; comedian and

e.4 ~ Murray Srate Traditional
Karate Club; Carr Health racquetball
courts 4 and 5
•6:30 p.m. Guest piano recital: MinKyo Jung; Price .Doyle Fine Ans Hall,
free
•7:07 p.m. Baptist Campus Ministries
service; Baptist Campus Minisbies
bulldi.ng
•8 p.m. Symphony dPops" Orchestra
concert; Lovett Auditorium. free

mqician; Curris Center Stables. free

requested Emergency Medical Services for someone
having breathing problems.
Emergency Medical Services
was notified and transported
the person to the emergency
room. An officer took a
.report.
ll:1l a.m. A caller from Lee
Clark College reported a student drove on top of a parking
bumper. An officer assisted
the driver with moving the
vehide off the bumper.
1:45 p.m. 'A person at Public
Safety reported a suspicious
person. An officer took an
informations report.

Oct.IO
1:19 a.m. A caller from the mall
area reported people kicking
bikes on the bike racks and
throwing foot pegs. An officer
made ·the people locate and
replace the foot pegs.
11:04 a.m. A caller from
Winslow Dining Hall was
locked out of a vehicle. An
officer was unable to unlock
the vehicle and notified Hor-

ton's Lock Shop.
6:13 p.m. The residence director of Elizabeth College s:Ud
rooms 217 and 218 were flooded. Central Plant was notified.

Oct.ll
1:23 a.m. A caller from Main
Street reponed being hit by a
roommate. Murray police
were notified.
6:30 p.m. A fire alarm at Hart
College was tampered with.
Central Plant and Murray
State Environmental Safety
and Health were notified.
9-.22 p.m. A caller from College Courts requested :1
motorist assist. The person
got help from a friend .

Oct.l2
10:24 a.m. A caller from
Regents ColJcge reported
vehicle vandalism. An officer
found no damage but took an
informations report.
11:41 a.m. A calla~: from the
Equine Center reported a student had fallen from a horse.
F.mergency Mcdic:tl Services

Coming Up

Now Playing

•Oct 26-30: "Crazy In ~Wrather t.belll\,free
If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at lll Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

was notified but the student
refused transport. An officer
took a report.
8:10 p.m. A person at Public
Safety reported someone in
the I & T parking lot looking
inside vehicles and trying to
open one. The person was
gone on officer arrival.

::
'·

•

Wednesday Spaghetti Special
Medium Spaghetti $2.97
Add a drink 99¢
Lunch & Dinner (Dine-in only)

::

.
'

:
.
..•.
•••

..•

970 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY 42071 • (270) 753-2975
www.pagliaispizzaofmurray.com

"'P.ires on the Plain" (Japan):
Oct. 15·17
"'The Third Man• (Great Britain):
Oct. 22·24
"Let the Right One In" (Sweden):
Oct. 29-31
Movies begin at 7:30 p.m.. in the Curris Center Theater. Admission is free.

Oct.12
p.m.

...ft·~

Oct.l3
1:57 p.m. Murray State police
arrested Xandrin Johnson,
freshman from Mayfield. Ky.,
for two counts of fraudulent
usc of a credit card and one
count of attempted use of a
credit card under $500.
3:30 p.m. A caller from 14th
and 15th streets' parking lots
complained about parking. An
officer assisled the caller in
backing out of a parking spot.
1()-.11 p.m. The Richmond Colresidence
director
lege
reported a sign had been
burned in the elevatpr. Murray ftre department, Central
Plant. Murray State Environmental Safety and Health and
the state fire marshal were

,..

A residential adviser of
....,_ College
reported students

fire to a book beside one of
college's D\lmpste.rs. Murray
department, state fire marshal
Murray State Environmental
and Health were notified.
students stompeil out the flre
no damage was done to Murray
propeqy.
notified. An officer took a
report for first-degree arson.

Oct.l4
10:47 a.m. A caller from New
Richmond College reported a
possible stolen bicycle. An
officer tool< a report.
12:50 p.m. A caller from Wilson HaU reported a student
needing Emergency Medical
Services for a diabetic emergency. Emergency Medical
Services was notified, but the
student refuse<t transport. An
officer took a medical report.
3:33 p.m. A chll.er from ' the

PagliaiS Pizza

&ltafian RBstauran t
Voted Murray's Best Pizza
Full Menu & Buffet
Wi-fi now availq,ble

Cinema International

New Owners,
New Deals!
Same Friendly
Atmosphere
Happy Hour
3- 6 p.m.

.,

mall area reported people in a
van and tent were selling
items in the area. Officers
spoke with the people selling
items and informed them of
the process to sell on campus.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests -1 •
News Editor Laura Cash

compiles Police• Beat with
materials provided by Public
Safety. Not all dispatched c:!lls
. :we listed.
·
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'Science Friday' host encourages new ideas:·
Stephanie Steele

able diaper to Michael Jackson's
"leaning" shoe.
Inventors have a need for someIra Flaro:w made science a bit more
thing that does not yet exist, and ;~
"user friendly" Monday night when
bit of good timing, Flatow said.
"Feel free to dream because inspi·
students and faculty gathered in
Freed Curd Auditorium to welcome
ration is everywhere," Fla,tow said.
the veteran National Public Radio
"You never know where that spark
science correspondent.
of creativity will come from."
Flatow is the host
Flatow said some
of "Science Priof the most lucraday," a podcast distive
inventions,
"Feel free to dream because such
cussing aspects of
as Silly Putty
inspiration is everywhere." or
science and making
microwave
science easier to
ovens, were created
-Ira Flatow
comprehend and
. because of accidenHost, "Science Frida( on National
less intimidating to
tal circumstances
Public Radio
radio and Internet
"Accidents
and
liste ners, Flatow
serendipity arc the
said.
catalysts of creativity," Flatow said.
In his lecture, Flatow spoke of the
Matt Markgraf, a graduate student
importance. of creativity and ideas
from Chicago, Ill., said he enjoys Flathat have been patented as a result.
tow's anecdotes.
"I love science and history, so I
Flatow said he wanted to stress
like the way Flatow combines the
that a person does not have to be a
scientist to have lucrative ideas for
two in order to make the material
new products.
into something everyone can underTo prove this, he gave examples of
stand," Markgraf said.
ideas patented by musicians. actors
In addition to listening to "Science
and other artists.
Friday," which airs on 91.3 FM
Several celebrities have patented
WKMS from 1-3 p.m. every Friday,
Markgraf said he also downloaded
ideas, fl:'om Jamie Lee Curtis' disposContributing ~riter

some of Flatow's podcasts on
iTunes. According to iraflatow.com,
Flatow has had 12 million downloads
on iTunes.
Kate Lochte, station manager at
WKMS, said Flatow's ability to relate
science to everyday people makes
him a highly sought-after speaker on
college campuses.
The University invited him to
speak at the 9th Annual Gary
Boggess Distjnguished Lecture
because he has the ability to get the
public excited about science, Lochte
said.
While Lochte said college students
enjoy Flatow's podcasts, she also
said he has produced videos used in
the classroom for children.
Creativity needs to be encouraged
at a young age, he said.
Every great scientist has had
someone who believed in their ideas,
Flatow said.
After all, youth is one of the ingredients of creativity, he said.
Some of the most famous inventors, from Einstein to Steve fobs
were in their 20s when they changed
the world through science, he said.
Contact Steele ac stephanie.
stcc/e@murraystate.edu.

lkro~k Millt•r/Tiu• Ne\V.f
I

Ira Flatow, host of National Public Radio's "Talk of the Nation Science Friday," talked
students Monday night about generating ideas to produce new products.
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Professor addresses sexual identity
Elalna Deren
~ffwriter

•• i . ,
, ·( 1Somc assume people choose their sexual
~tity, but docs genetics play a role?
'• Chris Trzepacz, assistant professor of biology,... spoke to Murray State students Tuesday •
Jlittbt about the science behind sexual identity.
......~·JCevin Binfield, the coordinator of the multicultural, class and gender studies program,
,Rpproached me to do this lecture," Trzepacz
~akl. "I decided to do it because I wanted students to get the biological aspect and get the
full story on what causes sexual identity."
1 . Jlinfidd said be wanted to have a lecture
series on topics that would intrigue students. •
~ ..;'Tr.zcpacz is a developmental biologist, and I
hope to give students that are not just in the
.l}Wlticultural, class, and gender studies program a perspective on sexuality from a disci·
.pline quite different from the humanities and
.s_pclal sciences," Bintield said.
,· .'(rzepacz said he wanted people to become
qtQre open-minded toward those born with
•apljrogynous genitalia.
"· ;~Thest.' symptoms are biological; they are
q0t freaks of nature." Trzepacz said. "What we
see on the outside of a person may not neces~rJiy be going on in the inside."
: , ,Ghris Hall, freshman from Dover, Tenn., said
he agreed with Trzepacz's message and
tel'l}oyed his presentation.
-.1•:U thought it was very enlightening," Hall
said. "I didn't realize there were so many vari~
ations of chromosomes that cause genetic
mutations."
Trzepacz discussed Caster Semenya, the
South African sprinter whose gender was questioned by the media.
"She has partial AIS (androgen insensitivity
syndrome)," Trzepacz said. "She is genetically

Across campus

male but is resistant to the male hormones
such as androgens, and has the physical characteristics of a woman."
Other biological symptoms caused by genetic mutation are Swyer syndrome, the De La
Chappelle syndrome and Klinefelter's syndrome, he said.
Hall said he was intrigued after hearing
about these syndromes.
"It makes me more open-minded to those
that have these syndromes. I hope people don't
judge those that are genetically different," Hall
said.
Chad Bell, freshman from Crittendon County disag~eed with Hall on the subject of biological sexual identity.
"I believe that a person is born with that sex
for a reason," Bell said. "God made them that
way in his eyes.''
Trzepacz said he doesn't understand why ,
people are judgemental toward the subject.
"If God made people a certain gender, then
why are some people born with androgynous
genitalia, or other genetic mutations?"
Trzepacz said.
Trzepacz said be was pleased with the audience of about 80 people.
"I thought it was a good turn out for a rainy
night," Trzepacz said. "I think I got my point
across."
Binfield said the multicultural, class and gender studies program tries to hold lectures at
least twice a semester.
Binfield said Trzepacz's lecture on sexual
identity was the first lecture of this series. The
next is 7 p.m. Nov.ll with Sam Marcosson, professor of law at the University of Louisville
who will speak on the status of same-sex marChris Trzepacz, assistant professor of bioloQy,
riage in the United States.
Contact Deren at elaina.dcren@murraystate.
speaks to students Tuesday ni9ht In the chemistry
edu.
bulldin9 about the bloloqy of sexual Identity.

G
rant
helps
underprivileged
students
pursue
higher
education
'

}....}~
Meredith Freeland

Contributing writer
Today's educational world has
eccomc competitive and often
p.!jcey, but underprivileged Murray
St!lle students are eligible for a grant
tha,t funds higher education.
~;.,hn Mateja, director of the
MCNair Scholars Program, said the
U.S. Department of Education
}lfliewed Murray State's Ronald E.
~Nair Post-Baccalaureate Achieven18nt Program.
~~o:J'he program first 1 rece'ivelt the
funding Oct. 1 and will continue to

•"'-"'11 t'\:~~~~·
•

.,,.., ; ' ...

receive $900,000 during the next
four years, Mateja said.
This program helps minorities,
members of low-income families and
other underrepresented groups succeed in graduate school and eventually receive doctoral degrees, Mateja
said.
The University ftrst received this
four-year award from 2003 to 2007.
As of October, the funds have been
renewed to provide for undergraduates through 2013, Mateja said.
The application process for Murray State to receive this award was
very rigorous, but the rewards are

immeasurable, he said.
"The McNair Scholars Program, is
about changing students' lives,"
Mateja said. ·•Even though they have
the ubility, few students from firstgeneration college families or from
underrepresented groups ever go on
for a Ph.D."
The program will mentor and
guide Ph.D. candidates, Mateja said.
Chosen scholars will receive a
$2,800 stipend provided for facultymonitored research projects during
the students' junior year, assistance
in securing financial aid, paid travel
opportunities to tour other graduate

institutions and meetings with faculty, staff and professionals, he said.
Participants can also get help from
professionals in distinguished fields,
Mateja said.
They can attend a camp where
professionals give seminars, aid with
writing personal statements and pro·
vide support and life skills, he said.
This program is open to applicants
from all majors, Mateja said.
He said scholars from Murray
State have studied areas such as educational psychology, criminal justice
and political science at renowned
universities across the map.

for
Mea, . ,• • •

murt'8ystate.eclu.

Open Mon. - !iat.
1 1 a.m. - Midnight
!iun.
Noon - g p.m.

ftJTA'~
MJ!M RJP~AT$
~COIIIIg~~~~ent

This program aims to provide students with the ability and the knowledge to get one step ahead in life.
Leslie Furches, program coordinator,
said.
"Students enjoy the structure of
the program, making sure there is a .
framework for success," she said.
Applications can be found at
campus.murraystate.edu/services/
URSA under the McNair Research
tab.
Students can also call 809-2951 for
an appointment.
Contact Freeland at infreelandl@

To-&o Line

Dine-In or 1:11rryaut

i!7D-7&i!-DDi!i!

Clothel

~1811

Happy hou... (i!-& p.m.)
Beer, Margarita• !ipeclal Price

:N ama Brand Discounts &
Gas Buster Scooters

Women's Soccer host the

3rd RACER CHALLENGE
·
event!
Friday at 3 p.m.
on Cutchin Field
vs. Morehead State
In the lead is
Springer-Franklin for the
Residential Colleges &
Sig Ep for Greek Organization

Free food and drinks for Murray State students!
Sunday's game is at 1 p.m. vs. Eastern Kentucky.
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New on-campus program offers free bicycle travel
Casey Thornton
Staff writer
A bicycle. rental system on campus will help
the Murray State community in campus transportation.
The Bike Share Program, now known as
Racer Bike Share, will allow studentS to take a
University-issued bicrcle from one rack1 ride it
to their destination and lhen drop it off at a
new rack, Taylor March, junior from St. Louis,
Mo., and head of the Alternative Transportation Committee, said. Another student can then
take the bkycle to aMther rack in this tra~e-off
system.
At the Sept. 30 SGA executive board meeting, Kara M:mtooth. SGA president. said Murray State already bought 10 single-speed cruiser bicycles to initiate the program_
SGA worked with Murray Environmental
Student Society and Student Affairs for the
Bike Share Program, March said.
Mantooth also said a committee of students
and faculty is being formed for the system.
On Oct. 8, the Racer Bike Share Committee
met to discuss the execution of the program.
The Racer Bike Share Program could be
Launched as early as the end ot this month, possibly at the Sustain3bility Conference Oct. 28,
March said.
"I can't afford mr own hike," Tia Johnston.
sophomore from Leitchfield, Ky.• said. "I think
it is a good idea, anJ I would usc it."'
According to the minutes of the Racer Bike
Share Committee's last meeting, bike racks will
eventually be lqcateu at Winslow Dining Hall,

Lauren Bell/The Nf!ws

Bicycles, such as those pictured above, are part of the new Bike Share Pro9ram for students on campus.
Gollege Courts, lh•gents and White colleges,
between Wilson Hall and Wrather Museum,
the new Science Complex, Faculty Hnll, Ord-

way Hall, Waterfield Library and behind
Mason Hall anJ Carr Health.
''For now the bikes will be placed at the nor-

DUNKER ' s DEL I
dCTOBER SPECIAL

sub

A P.M.

4 choices
Turkey

..

mal bike racks around campus," March said. • The bike racks will be distinguished from
normal bike racks and will also have signs with
the rules and regulations for bike use, the Bike
Share Committee members decided during
their meeting.
"I doubt I would ever use it, and 1 have to
wonder how they're going to keep these bikes
from being stolen," Kyle Kineman, junior from
Paducah, Ky., said.
There will be no student registration
required for usage of the bikes at f1rst, March
said, but it could come later.
"The program will largely be based on the
honor system and people's good nature, but I
honestly don't think there will be many problems with bike theft .a s several deterrents have
been put in place," March said.
AIL of the bikes will have Murray State paint
schemes, March said.
· ·.
The Murray State police will also engrave
the bicycles for further identification purposes
and anyone in possession of one of the bikes off
campus will be charged with theft, March said.
Students will ride the bicycles at their own
risk, March said. If a person uses the bike, then
that person takes responsibility for his or her
own safety.
Despite this, the committee is still working
on a Uability release for the Bike Share Ptogram, he said.
There are currently 10 bicycles. March said if
this programs works well there is every intention to further this program.
Contact Thornton at casey. thornton@
murraystate.edu.
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United Nations: world h~..
rate reaches all-time high ;;~;
.~

Associated Press

~--~
::=·:'..:

NAIROBI. Kenya - Parents in some of Africa's poQr~it
countries are cutting back on school. clothes and basic medical care just to give their children a meal once a day, expert's
say. Still. it is not enough.
:::.~
A record of more than 1 billion people worldwide are btulh'TY, and a new report says that number will increase if goycrnmcnts do not spend more on agriculture. According to the
U.N. food agency, which issued the report, 30 countries how
need emergency aid, including 20 in Africa.
::::
"It's actually a world emergency that caUs for action frOm
both developing and developed countries," Otive Igbuzor:~he
head of international campaigns for ActionAid lnternatio~.
said. 'We know a child dies every six seconds of malnirtiition:·
::::
Spiraling food prices have added to hardships, especialltlp
the world's most desperate countries where the poor cou1d
barely afford a single daily meal to begin with. The inflated
prices - which caused riots across the globe last year- nave
stabilized but remain comparatively high, especially in: Jhe
developing world, jacques Diow, director general of the U.N.
Food and Agriculture Organization, said.
In Somalia, a country ravaged by violence and anarchy for
almost two decades, the monthly expenditure for food and
other basic needs for a family of six has risen 85 percent in the
past two years. Grainne Moloney, of the Somalia Food Security and Nutrition An"'lysis Unit, said.
•
On average, such a family spent $171 in September this year,
compared with $92 for the same amount of food and other
needs in March 2007. Moloney, a nutrition expert for tlle
Horn of Africa nation. said.
:
Igbuzor said the trend can be seen in impoverished couatries across Africa.
In Kenya, herders have seen many animals die and crops
have withered becaUse of drought. Today, 3.8 million people
in Kenya need food aid, up from 2.5 million earlier in the year.
After worldwide gains in the fight against hunger in the
1980s and early 1990s, the number of undernourished people
started climbing in 1995, reaching 102 billion this year am[d
escalating food prices and the global financial meltdown, tlie
FAO said in its Wednesday report
The long-term trend is due largely to reduced aid and pliivate investments earmarked for agriculture since the mid
1980s, the Rome-based agency said in its State of Food
curity report for 2009.
'
In 1980, 17 percent of aid contributed by donor countries
went to agriculture. That share was down to 3.8 percent in
2006 and only slightly improved in the last three years, Diouf
said.
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Team hosts
Cougars in
1twogames
Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor
After sweeping Lambuth University in back-to-hack
action Sunday at home, the Racer softball team continues its fall schedule when it hosts Mid-Continent in
a double-header Sunday at Racer Softball Field.
The first pitch is set to be thrown at 1 p.m.
Murray State's first softball team took advantage of
its history-making game over the weekend, breaking
in the field for its first competition. The team used its
excitement to fuel back-to-back victories.
"It was a good opportunity to get out and play at
home." Head Coach Jay Pyron said. "We had a good
crowd. It gave the community a chance to get
involved. The girls were excited to play at home in
front of our fans."
Both teams went scoreless in the first game until
junior Lauren Buch hit a ball over the left field fence
in the fifth inning, resulting in the 1-0 win.
Pitching the complete game for Murray State was
freshman Shelby Kosmecki who recorded five strikeouts in the shutout against the Eagles.
The Racers let loose in the second game, hammering the Eagles in a 10-2 win.
Murray State got on the scoreboard in the second
inning when Ellen Troup reached home. Scoring five
runs on four hits in the third inning. the Racers
claimed a six-run lead.
The Eagles responded in the fifth inning when they
sent seven batters to the plate, scoring their only two
runs in the double-header.
Pitching duties were split between junior Kristen
Broadway and freshman Starr Gilley. Broadway
walked no one and finished the game with five strikeouts while Gilley struck out two batters and walked
one.
The Racers have cancelled two games this fall due
to inclement weather.
NWe're h9PiJlg to beat the stteak of r." Pyr~
IWiiill!fil'"- "W.e'cdiaepared to~~ field ~Y CjLt
We w1at to get in as many games 1'1'\vc can
spring."
Murray State boasts a fall record of 3-1 going Into
the double-header against the Cougars, falling only to
the nationally ranked University of Louisville squad in
September.
However, Pyron said the team must realize their fall
opponents are not mirror images of the teams they are
set to face in the spring schedule.
''We need to learn to play at a different level," Pyron
said. "We're not playing the same caliber teams as we
will in the spring. We haven't focused on wins and
losses this fall. We just want to team to get the chance
to hit the ball and play."
Pyron said the new team continues to develop in all
aspects of the game in order to be ready for the spring
schedule.
"We don't have any players who have played (Division) I ball," Pyron said. "They're learning how to get
mentally tougher and how to think through the game.
I We're changing the way they approach the game. It's
a challenge on their mind. We're just preparing mentally and physically."
Following the double-header against Mid-Continent, the Racers will host Olney Community, College
for two games Oct. 24 with the first pitch scheduled to
leave the mound at 2 p.m. at Racer Softball Field.
The inaugural season, one of higher-caliber compe·
tit ion, is set to kick off at the University of North Carolina Tournament Feb. 20 and 21 in Chapel Hill, N.C.
Contact
Johnson
at
elizabetha.johnson@
murraystate.edu.
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ESPN analyst,Mike Gottftied
Shares past through Tea•n Focus
I

J(yle Rogers
~taff writer

! •This is part three ofa four-part series on former members ofthe Racer football coaching staff
and their dynasties.
Most of the famous football coaches who
pnce roamed the sidelines of Murray State are
.famous for what they did in football after they
left the Racers. This, however, is not the case
for Mike Gottfried.
Gottfried, who coached at Murray State from
1978·1980 is now a football analyst for the
ESPN family of networks. In his three seasons
coaching the Racers, Gottfried compiled a
record of 22-11·1, including an ovc championship in 1979.
He then moved to Cincinnati where he
coached two seasons, then Kansas for three
before spending the last four seasons of his
~oaching career at Pittsburg. With the Pan•thcrs, Gottfried amassed a record of 26-17-2
with two bowl appearances, Including a win in
the John Hancock Bowl.
; After his coaching career, Gottfried moved
~o the ESPN College Football Saturday prime

time game where he spent 14 years. Since then,
Gottfried covers 18 games per season for .ESPN.
Gottfried's greatest impact, however, has
nothing to do with football . When Gottfried
was ll. his father suffered a heart attack at
home and died in his arms. He has spent the
rest of his life without a father whom he considered his coach.
In 2000, Gottfried and his wife Mickey
founded Team Focus, an organization that
reaches out to boys ranging from 10 to 18, who
lack a father figure. Team Focus offers summer
camps across the country at no cost to 1,000
boys involved in the organization in 26 states.
"Growing up without a father around and
knowing what it feels like, I have a desire to
provide a place for young men to come and be
encouraged, motivated, and challenged,"
Gottfried stated on the Team Focus Web site.
When Gottfried isn't in the ESPN booth or
working with the young participants of his
Team Focus program, he travels and speaks to
athletes, families, young boys, churches and
mentors.
"Most importantly, what 1 want people to
experience when 1 talk to a group is me,"

Gottfried said. "We'll laugh, we'll joke, we'll
talk a little football and I don't shy away from
controversial issues. I believe in challenging
people to reach their potential. That's the
approach I took with my players and that's the
approach 1 take when J speak to churches, businesses, or any other group. I definitely believe
God is leading me to do more speaking and
deliver a message of hope to people who might
be struggling with the ups and downs of life
and career."
While Gottfried has turned his attention
away from football. his impact at Murray State
and on college football is noticeable. Ron Zook.
the current head coach at lllinois was an assistant under Gottfried at Murray State. As was
Virginia Tech head coach Frank Beamer.
Gottfried's family has quite the NCAA pedigree as well. His brother Joe is the current
athletic director at the University of South
Alabama while his nephew, Mark Gottfried
who once coached the Racers .is the current
Head Basketball Coach at the University of
Alabama.
Contact
Rogers
kyle.rogers@
at
murraystate.edu.

Photo courtesy emoblle.edu.

After years of coachiOQ, former Racer football coach
Mike Gottfried now serves as a football analyst for
ESPN. He also founded the Team Focus organization.
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3-1 RacerS
ON DUCT ,}ook for
homewins

UNSPORTSMANLIKE !
All Time Greats

1

This week's column
is simple.
It's a list I've been
working on for quite a

I

I Sports
Elizabeth Johuson
Editor

So~cer fans arc hoping Mother Nature will
while: the top 25 college basketball players
of all time.
hold off on the rain as the Racers play host to
Keep in mind, this is
Morehead State.and Eastern Kentucky today and
a list of the top players
Sunday, respccuvcly.
However, Head Coach Bet~ Acrernan said ~be
in collegiate history,
with no regards to
.
team has gotten used to the ramy weather, wh1ch
Staff wnter
has 10rce
r
d pra~t1ces
·
·~~ d oors an d cance1ed games.
their careers in· the
NBA.
"for us. we JUSt adJUSt to the weather," Acre1 took several criteria into account while ma.n .said. "~ey get used t~ playing in the rain. It
ranking the top 25 plus the 10 honorable hasn t been dlffic~t f~r us.
.
the season and .3-1 in the OVC, coming off a 3-1
penalty kick into the goal out of Walsh's reach
mentions, including championships, player
Murray State wlll kickoff the w_~eke.nd agamst
victory
over
Eastern
Ulinois
Oct.
11.
with
10 minutes left in the game.
of the year of the awards, All-America hon- ~ the I;=agles at 3 p.m. t~day at Cutchm Field before
State
was
led
offensively
by
sopho·
The
game ended with Murray State's offense
Murray
ors and career stntistics. Feel free to com- host~ng the. Colo~els 10 a 1 p.m. .~a~chup S~nday.
more
midlielder
Sophie
Hargreaves,
who
dominating
the Panthers, outshooting EIU 17-7.
ment on The Conduct's list.
1 he Racers will entl'r today s game ho~m~ to
accounted for two of the Racers' points. HargAcreman said although the win was good for
break Morehead State's three-game wmmng
1
the team, the Racers are focused on upcoming
reaves was named OVC Player of the Week. She
No. 25 _Tyler Hansbrough _North
1 strea~. ~e Eagles ha~~ a 5:6-2 season record and
leads
the
team
this
season
in
goals,
assists,
points
conference
play.
Carolina
arc 2 0 2 m conferem:c action.
and
shots
and
ranks
high
in
the
conference
as
an
"
It
was
nice
to get a game at home," Acreman
No. 24 - Darrell Griffith_ Louisville
E~U. (4-8-2_) has st~uggled . on the road this
said. "The girls responded well to defend our
individual.
No. 23 _ George Mikan _ De Paul
ye~r,
With
the1!
fou~
wms
c?mmg
only
at
home."
1
Senior midfielder Nicole Evans recorded Murhome territory. We know we have some tough
No. 22 _ lsiah Thomas_ Indiana
Morehea~ IS gomg to g1vc us a bar~ game,
ray
State's
other
goal
in
the
victory.
OVC
games coming up though."
No. 21 - T im Duncan_ Wake Forest
Acreman sa1d. "We're pr:pared .for a b1g battle.
Freshman goalkeeper Katie Walsh held the
Contat't Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@
, Sunday's game, as .well, w11l be d!fficult for us."
No. 20 _ Danny Manning_ Kansas
murraystate.edu.
Panthers at zero until a member of EIU sent a
No. 19 _ Elgin Baylor _ Seattle
Murray State w11l enter today s game 5·6·1 on
No.18 - Ralph Sampson -Virginia
No. 17 - Tom Gola - La Salle
No. 16 - Patrick Ewing - Georgetown
No. Lt; - Michael Jordan- North Carolina
No. 14 - Elvin Hayes -Houston
No. 13 - Earvin "Magic" Johnson Michigan State
No. 12 - Christian Laettner- Duke
No. 11 - Jerry Lucas - Ohio State
No. 10 - Wilt Chamberlain- Kansas
No. 9 - Larry Bird - Indiana State
No. 8 - Bill Bradley • Princeton
to take care of themselves by eating
continue to push one another in the
be conference foes Eastern Illinois
No. 7 - David Thompson - North Carolina Ricky Martin
Staff writer
right. getting enough sleep and
next two weeks.
University and Southeast Missouri
State
State University, two programs
dressing properly in the colder
"There's been a lot more pushing
No.6- Jerry West- West Virginia
The only date on the minds of the
which the Racers have not seen in
weather, then we as a team should
of each other's abilities as opposed
No. 5 - "Pistol" Pete Maravich - LSU
to competition," England said.
competition this season.
cross country team this season has
continue to remain healthy."
No. 4 - Bill Russell - San Francisco
"Instead of a clear number one runbeen Oct. 31, when ,t hey travel to
"I expect there to be a four-way
With the rain and cold hitting
No. 3 - Oscar Robertson - Cincinnati
race for the OVC Championship
Tennessee State University for the
Murray hard over in the last two
ner or number two or number three
No.2- Bill Walton- UCLA
weeks. England said his team has
runner. I'm seeing a lot of juggling
this season," England said. "Those
Ohio Valley Conference Champ!·
No. 1- tew Alcindor (Kareem
tried to remain physically and menonships.
teams being Southeast Missouri
of the runners, which is good for
Abdul-Jabbar) - UCLA
State, Eastern Illinois, !~astern Kentally tough during their training.
everyone. They're pushing each
Before that, however, they will
"Unfortunately, the weather has
tucky and Murray State, so it will be
other. and that means that everyone
Honorable Mentions: Austin Carr - attend one final meet this weekend
been a little non-compliant for a
important for us to see what two of
is running close to the same ability,
Notre Dame, Phil Ford - North Carolina, in Evansville, Ind., for the Evans·
few Clays. so we have fust some
so as far as the team aspect, that's
those teams have to oiTer this week·
Rick Barry - Miami, Bob Cousy - Holy ville Invitational.
end in Evansville."
quality training there," En~l and
only going to help propel U$ up the
Cross, Bobby Hurley - Duke. Bob Kurland
Murray State returns to this parsaid. "But Monday's workout was
At this point in the season the
team standings."
- Oklahoma A&M, David Robinson - ~ ticular meet for the fifth consecufantastic, and I'm very happy to sec
Implications for this weekend's
health of the athletes often becomes
Navy, Calvin Mmphy - Niagara, Rick tive year, so it is a course Head
a concern for teams, but England
that all of our runner:. look to be
meet remain few, as England said
Mount - Purdue, Akecm Olajuwon - Hous· Coach Chris England said his team
said his team is looking very strong
back on track. It was a very intense
he will evaluate the performances
ton.
is familiar with.
and very long workout, and I expect
as they near the end of the month.
over the next three weeks to deter·
"The course is rolling and it's on
Unfortunately, I struggled pulling the
to see a few more of these types of
"We have no injuries," England
mine which eight runners the team
trigger
several modern-day players. a farm so the times are generally
1
said. "But our team's biggest battle
workouts as we continue preparing
will take to Nashville an Halloween
Hansbrough cracks the top-25, while J.J. fast," England said. "It's a good
right now is illness. with this time
for the OVC."
as part of their travel team.
Reddick and·Adam Morrison will have to motivator for everyone to see a fast
of year. with the weather changing
This weekend's meet will serve
Tomorrow's meet is set to begin
stay out of the'discussion for now, because time, to run a fast race nnd overall
nnd the rain coming and going, ill·
at 11:00 a.m.
as the fmal stepping ston~ in terms
I feel like we still haven't seen what their get ready for OVC."
ness is a student-athlete's worst
of organized competition for the
Contact Ma rtin at richard.
impact on college basketball will be over
Joining Murray State in the field
martin@murraystate.edu.
nightmare. As long as they continue
Racers; however the athletes will
for the Evansville Invitational will
the next five to ten years.

I

Runners return from weeklong break,
:prepare for E¥
e Invitational
I

I

I
I

on

I

POWER PLAY:
With a college basketball themed column, I feel like it's important to recognize
the lifetime achievements of john Wood- I
en, the face of college basketball, who
turned 99 years old Oct. 15. Wooden won
a record 10 national championships at
UCLA including seven in a row The Jndi I
'
ana native
was inducted in the Naismith
Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame as a
player in 1960 and as a coach in 1973. Since
he retired from UCLA in 1975 he served as
a speaker and author.
After a one-week hiatus. Ken Griffey Jr. ~
Winning Run returns to the Power Play 1
stronger than ever.

-

Rifle

Golf

Football

•Season record: 1-4. ovc record: G-2 •Men competed In the Skyhawk Classic,
•Jacksonville State def. Murray state
finished No. 2 of 16
41·7 OctlO at HomecominG
•Women competed In the Lady Red Wolf
Classic, finished No. 2 Of 13
I Although the Racer offense conthlues
PENALTY BOX:
to struggle, the defense was strong.
Senior Jared Wolfe finished second
Consccvativo radio pmonality Rush
Limbaugh gets cozy in the Penalty Box
Senior linebacker Tamar Butler
and junior Alexandra Hinteregger
after he was dropped by the group bidding 1
recorded 12 tackles and ~ sack. Three
finished fourth. Both received
to become the new owner of the St. I.ouis
Rams. Limbaugh was to be a limited
other players picked up one sack each.
OVC Golfer of the Week honors.
partner in a group headed by St. Louis

I

Blues chairman Dave Checketts. Checketts
sald in a statement Wednesday that
Limbaugh's participation had become a
complication in the group's efforts and the
bid will move forward without him.

"rWEET OF THE WEEK:
Once again, the voice of the Murray
State Racers, Mr. Neal Bradley, keeps us
sports fans in the pop-culture circle with
his tweet concerning the birth of Heidi
Klum and Seal's fourth child. .
,
nealbradley: Woman gives birth to baby
seal! http://bit.ly/30Ha6j
1:$6 p .m. Oct. 13th from twittcr.com

I

I

Contact Martin at ric:hard.martin@
murraystate.edu.

I

•Season record: 5-6·1. OVC record: 3-1
•Murray State def. Eastern IllinoiS
3-1 Oct n
Sophomore mldfielder Sophie
Hargreaves was named OVC Player
of the Week after scoring two goals for
the Racers out of a total five shots.

Eyecare Specialties

comer of 15th and Main
Aaoss from sparks Hall

• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eycwear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts

Volleyball

•Season recort 3-15, ovc record: 3-5
•Fall record: 3·1
•Murray State def. Lambuth 1-0 and 10-2 •Eastern Kentucky clef. Murray State 1-3
in a double-header Oct. n
Ocl9
Freshman Shelby Kosmecki pitched a
•Morehead State clef. Mumy State G-3
compfete game shutout in the first game
Oct.10
After being ranked No. 1in the OVC
and struck out five batters. Junior
Lauren Buch hit a solo homerun to win preseason poll, the team has dropped to
No. 6 in conference standings.
the first game.
..

LUtheran
Church

308 S. 12th St., Murray
270-759-2500

•Murray state del Jack$0nvllle State
46CMH177 Oct. 10
Freshman Daniel Sojtql posted
the top score in air rifle
with 584 points out of a possible 600.
Senior Kasey Meyer led the smaltbore
category with 583 points.

Softball

Soccer

·--------·
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NCAA
Football
Week7

Elk call Kentucky home

t,

Each week. The Newr Elizabeth Johnson,
Ricky Martin, Greg Waddell and Kyle Rogers.
plus a special guest will face off in a heated
round of pick 'em.

Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor
Last week: 5·4
'Seas<>n record: 34-20

Ricky Martin
Sports writer
Last week: 6·3
Season Record: 39·15

Greg Waddell

Sports writer
last week: 7·2
Season Record: 40·14

Kyle Rogers
Sports writer
Last week: 8·1
Season Record: 39-15

D
Guest: Travis Taylor
Junior from Almo. Ky.
last week: 8·1
Season Record: 38·16

No. 20 Oklahoma at No. 3 Texas

No. 6 USC at No. 25 Notre Dame

No. 4 Virginia Tech at No.19 Georgia Tech

California at UCLA

Texas Tech at No. 15 Nebraska

Missouri at No. 16 Oklahoma State

Nate Brcl~iord'Tht> New>
r

Offensive Coordinator Dave Wheeler goes over a play with the Murray State offensive line during the team's 41-7 Homecoming loss to Jacksonville State Saturday. The Racers hit
the road for Nashville. Tenn. Saturday where they will take on Tennessee State at LP Field.

Kyle Rogers
St;tff writer

Football
focuses
onTSU

After n disappointing 0·2 homcstand, the Racer
football team travels tu Nashville, 'I'cnn., to take
on the Tigers of Tennessee State Saturday at 6
p.m.

Murray State is 1-4 in the season and 0-2 in
Ohio Valley Conference play.
'
Tennessee State, however, has experienced
different results in their past two games.
The Tigers gained wins over Southeast Missouri State 23-17 and No. 16 Eastern Kentucky 20l7 in Richmond, Ky.
Tcrinessee State is 3·3 overall with an OVC
record of 2·0.
The Tigers have the series advantage against
the Racers 11-9 and lost at Ruy Stewart Stadium
last season 24-17.
The rival game has been called the Biker's
Classic and will be played at LP Field. The Tigers
share the stadium with the NFL's Tennessee
Titans.

At his weekly press conference, Head Coa(;h
Matt Griffin announced senior Nico Yantko will
start at quarterback.
With fellow quarterback junior Jeff Ehrhardt's
injury status still uncertain, true freshman Casey
Brockman will standby until he is needed.
Gl'iffin said his intentions arc to redshirt all
three freshman quarterbacks hut will turn to
Brockman ifYantko suffers an injury.
Yantko started in the Racers' 41·7 Homecoming loss to jacksonville State Oct. 10.
Murray Stale's offense refused to be shutout
and got on the board with only a few minutes left
in regulation.
Griffm said the team is focused on what lies
ahead and will learn from past mistakes.
"We know our shortcomings and we have done
everything we can to address it and we will continue to do so," Griffin said. "As 1 said to the
team. six games remain, six opportunities for vic·
tories, and it all starts with Tennessee State."
Contact
Rogers
at
kyle.rogers@
murraystate.edu.

I am always skeptical of fish and wildlife
groups looking to
tweak the balance of
nature.
A common method
is introducing species
to new areas which
- - - - - - - poses risks like when
Steve
the zebra mussel was
Miller
introduced and caused
Outdoor columnist harm to ecosystems in
the Great L1kes states.
While agencies in charge of fish and
wildlife do not have flawless records, however, their efforts often succeed. Such is
the case of The Kentucky Elk Restoration
Project. Conducted by the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife with the
support of the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, this project is regarded a~; one of
the most successful wildlife reintroduction efforts ever conducted.
l could go on about Its success and
chum out breeding statistics, survival
rates and general health indicators of the
elk that now call Kentucky home, but that
is not what interests me. What is exciting
to know is Eastern Kentucky now has the
largest elk herd east of the Mississippi
River.
What does this mean for sportsmen?
The first idea that comes to mind is the
opportunity to hunt elk in Kentucky since
the 1850s. when encroaching human settle' ments and over-hunting soon relegated
the vast herds of the eastern United States
to memory. The project's results prove
sporting groups can help the government
conserve and improve our country's and
state's natural assets.
When the program first allotted tags to
hunters in 2001, it was limited. Getting
drawn for one of the 12 tags was like finding the golden ticket in a Willy Wonka
candy bar. Presently, 1,007 tags are avail·
able for those who enter the lottery. The
rise in distributed tags correlated with the
rise in herd population.
lf you are lucky enough to receive a tag,
chasing trophy elk in Kentucky is an
opportunity of a lifetime. Crisp mornings,
bull elk bugling in the pre-dawn hours, the
musky smell of-a r'tflk.old buJV& bed, day
' breaking on a distant ridge and sights of
the wilderness awaking before your eyes
are what big game hunters dream of. The
chance to do so in our own backyard
makes it even better, and in the near
future, tags may not be so hard to come by.
This program also demonstrates how a
sporting group can monitor government
procedure. There is much debate over the
government's power in regulating nature.
Some say it's not their place to alter the
natural order. Others believe it's necessary
J to enable conservation and utilize the
maximum benefit of resources.
. The Rocky Mountain Elk .Foundati<m
has funded five pn.>je<.'ts this year to protect and enhance habitat and promote con·
servation education in Kentucky.
"As lhe state wirh the largest elk herd
east of the Dakotas, Kentucky serves as the
heart of southeastern dk country and
rt!IIlains a key focus area for the Elk Foundation," Chad Miles, the Foundation's
regional director in Kentucky, said. "The
large majority of funds for state projects
are due to the fundraising efforts of our
1
hardworking Kcntuck")' volunteers."
I hope this motivates you to get involved
with organizations which focus on pursu·
ing goals of conservation and growth like
The Elk Foundation. allowing animals to
roam for years to come.
Contact Miller at steven.miller@
murraystate.edu.
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Compiled by Charlotte Kyle
Lewis assaulted at London signing
A young man
punched
singer
Leona Lewis in the
head as she signed
autograpiLc;
and
posed
for
photographs at a book
signing in central
London on Wednesday, her spokesman
said.
Spokesman Stuart
Leona
Bell said Lewis, 24,
had been meeting
Lewis
the public at Waterstone's book store in Piccadilly. London
when a man from the line came up and hit
her. He was immediately led away by
security guards and later arrested by
police.
Bell said Lewis, who was launching her
new autobiography "Dreams," was shaken by the incident and went to sec a doctor· as a precaution.
Lewis gained fame after winning the
reality show "X Factor" in 2006, and her
powerful voice has led to comparisons
with Mariah Carey and Whitney Houston.

Student club teaches
self-defense, fitness

Charlotte Kyle
Features Editor

Whether you want to protect yourself from attackers or just want to get in
shape, The Murray State Traditional Karate Club
can help.
feels.
Zachary Park, junior from Owensboro, Ky., said
he officially started the campus club last year. Park,
y 0 u
just got to
along with Samantha Warren and Clay Owens, both
juniors from Owensboro, Ky., attended a karate
w 0 r k
school in their hometown and wanted to share that
through it."
Elvis' hair, memorabilia up for auction atmosphere with Murray State's campus.
The beginning is
also djfficult because
The King may be dead, but that doesn'L
"We wanted to start a club together so we could
mean it's too late to run your fingers
continue training and to introduce self-defense to
you have to rt:-evaluthrough his hair.
(other) people as well," Park said.
ate your understanding
A clump of hair Elvis Pre$ley may have
Park, who has practiced karate for 17 years and is
of martial arts, Warren
lost to an Army barber when he went into
a second-degree black belt, teaches the class. He
said.
the service back in 1958 is being aucsaid students first !cam self-defense. He has recent"White through orange
tioned this Sunday at Leslie Hindman
ly taught self-defense classes in the residential col(belts), you're working through
Auctioneers in Chicago.
leges as well. The club has 10 regular members.
your awkward stage, where
The hair is part of a collection of more
"We bad a lot of people come in (last year) and
you're getting rid of all of your
than 200 itemS that belonged to or are
join for a semester and then they leave,'' he said.
preconceived notions about
associated with Presley.
"This year has been a better year for people to join.
karate, motion, fighting, blockAU the items belonged to Gary Pepper
They seem more dedicated and into the training
ing and self-defense." she said.
Y_
o~
u--=
·r....
e_ learning evcrything _ -fm_!ll'm_.,...
who was not only president of a Presle~-1 aspects." ~..........;.......__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"_
fan club. but a close friend, as phoThe training aspects are Park's favorite part of
new. It's hard, but you'll be so
tographs of the two'together suggest.
the martial arts. he said.
glad as you progress to see
Pepper, who had cerebral palsy, died in
"(1 enjoy) the conditioning you get from
where you started and where
v.ou are."
1980, three years after Presley, and left his
(karate)." Park said. "A lot of people arc really con· collection to his nurse who is putting the
cerned with getting a tight core (when they work
The membership fee for the
. Items up for auction, Mary Williams of out} and karate is all about getting a tight core. It's
club is $100 for the school year,
the auctiein house said.
which Park said is reasonable comnot about how strong you are or how fast you can
pared to other classes.
move, it's about how your connections work within
"Usually if you join (an official
the core of the body and connections with the hips
Gosselin ordered to return funds
school) it would run about $64 a
and the ground."
Jon Gosselin has
Park said people of all ages can participate in
month,'' he said. "I believe that we
been ordered to
karate for the rest of their lives.
have topnotch training and topreturn $180,000 in
notch teaching (for a low price)."
Warren, a green belt, said she began karate a few
Park said club meetings include
, marital funds by Oct.
years ago.
26, according to a
"The fighting part is hardest (for me) because you
seminars by guest instructors
from other schools.
lawyer
for
his
have to think on your toes and you have to be spon' estranged wife, Kate
taneous," she said. "You have to really know your
The Murray State Traditional
Gosselin.
Karate club meets 4- 5:30p.m.
tensions, really know your blocks and be able to
Tuesdays and Thursdays at
apply them."
Kate
Gosselin,
must
' meanwhile,
Warren said she still considers herself a beginner,
Carr 1-lealth racquetball courts
provide an account
and encourages people to keep working even when
four and five. For more inforof past expenses by
training becomes difficult.
mation about joining. contact
Jordil' Oelkt>n/The News
Jon
~ the same date, lawyer
"Whenewr you first start out, it's going to be
Park at (270) 316-6179 or Warren
Zachary Park, junior from owensboro. Ky., does a hloh
Mark Momjian said.
Gosselin
hard," she said. "You're going to be like. 'Oh my
at (270) 993·7311.
kick
during Tuesday's karate class In Carr Health.
An arbitrator will
gosh. I'm so terrible at this. I shouldn't keep going.
Contact Kyle at
review another $55,000 she says she spent
I'm embarrassing myself' That's how everybody
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.
on household and child-related expenses.
1
The divorcing stars of TLC's "Jon and
' Kate Plus 8" appeared briefly in family
court Tuesday in the Philadelphia suburb
1
of Norristown.
TLC is renaming the show "Kate Plus
Eight." Jon Gosselin has sent the network
Crystal Akers
a cease-and-desist letter, saying he
Contributing writer
believes the ftlming is harmful to the chil' dren.
lf you are one of the many locals or students
who frequent Vitello's Restaurant and Bar, you
Professional W..estler dies at 76
may not associate it with art.
"Captain" Lou Albano, who became
Take a closer look at the bar you lean across
• one of the most recognized professional
while shouting for drinks, however, and you will
wrestlers of the 1980s after appearing in
see the work of a fellow Murray State student.
Cyndi Lauper's "Girls Just Wnnt to Have
Daniel Willis, junior from Mayfield, Ky., creatFun" music video, died Wednesday. He
ed the image on the bar using a technique called
was76.
pyrography or woodburning.
Willis said be drew the image on Vitello's bar
Albano, whose full name was Louis
Vincent Albano, died in Westchester
freehand using colored pencils. He then used a
1 County in suburban New York, Dawn
special woodburning tool. which is like a solderMarie, founder of Wrestlers Rescue, an
ing iron with a wedge tip.
organization that helps raise money for
The tip heats up to nearly 900 degrees, Willis
the health care of retired wrestlers said.
said. lt burned the picture into the wooden surHe died of natural causes, Marie said.
face, and he used water-based wood stains for
His fame skyrocketed when he
the coloring.
appeared in Lauper's landmark 1983
The job at Vitello's resulted from a conversamusic video, playing an overbearing
tion with manager Jason Fulcher. After mentionfather who gets shoved against a wall by
ing the idea of creating a piece for the bar Willis
the singer.
said Fulcher was very receptive to it.
Lauren Bdl/TIIe News
Albano later had a role in the music
"He said he wanted it to be bar-themed, so
video for Lauper's 1984 song "Time After
then I came up with Lhe drawing design,'' Willis
The pyrography mural by Daniel Willis. junior from Mayfield, Ky., sits atop the bar at Vitello's.
Time," and he appeared in episodes of the
said. "It took about two working days to comTV series ..Miami Vice" and in the 1986
plete. I worked on it in between classes."
special touch Willis added was the wall of botsaid. "It will probably be here longer than any of
movie "Body Slam." He played Mario in
Willis said he was able to work on the piece
tles.
us will."
"The Super Mario Bros. Super Show," a
during customer hours, while people sat at the
Instead of drawing typical labels on them, he
To see more of Willis' work, go to his Web site
live-action animated show, from 1989 to
bar beside him because the process creates
drew in the names of people who were in the bar
at ltatdesigns.com or contact him at daniel
1991.
almost no noise and very little smoke.
while he was working.
willis@ymail.com.
Survivors include his wife, Geri, four
The picture features typical bar staples such as
"There are about 40 bottles behind the bar
Akers
at
crystalakers@
Contact
a martini glass. a beer stein and an ashtray. A
with actual students' names on them,'' Willis
children and 14 grandchildren.
murraystate.edu.

Student artist displays mural on Vitello's bar
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·Student describes self-injury, pregnancy in novel
Robin Phelps
Staff writer
"I wish I could tell someone about the things
I've kept secret for so long, but no one would
understand or even want to hear it. I'm not
telling anyone. I can't, I won't. It's no one's burden but mine, and I'll carry it alone. One quick
slice, and I was okay for the moment."
These were the words of a 17-year-old who,
instead of planning for prom and summer
break had to deal with pregnancy, tendinitis, a
bipolar brother, a distant mother, a difflcult
father, a sick grandmother and the everyday
problems of being a teenager. .
This is the story of jessie McDowell, freshman from Smithland, Ky., and author of the
published non-fiction novel "Where My Ink
Comes From."
Using a compilation of entries from her journals, notebooks. blog and songs she wrote,
McDowell was not only able to self-publish a
book, but regain control of her life.
"I wanted to write a book. but 1 didn't know
how to tell a story better than my journal,"
McDowell said.
McDowell said she began writing when she
was 8 years old after watching the ftlm "Harriet the Spy.''lt was not until later that writing in
her journal became an outlet for her; self-injury
soon followed, she said.
"It was something I felt obligated to do,"
McDowell said about both writing and cutting.
At 12 years old McDowell said she began cutting to cope with problems at home. McDowell
journals about her family, particularly her
brother, a constant source of pain, she said.
"My brother is crazy. I mean, he's really oad
bipolar," M~Dowcll wrote in a Feb. 5 entry. "He
threatens to beat us all up regularly when
things don't go his way, beats and throws our
two dogs around. When he was little, he was
unnaturally violent towards animals and on
video games. Now, he's big enough to act out
his fantasies, and that scares me."
McDowell writes not only about her brother's terrifying behavior, but also about her
responses to other difficulties at school and
home.
McDowell said she remembers several times
when she wanted to kill herself because of the
stresses of her life.
"One morning, I just got rcallr upset and
took a bottle of pills," McDowell said. "I took
them because. in my mind (I thought) 'I will be
dead before school, I won't have to worry
about it.' By the time second period started, I
could hear my heart pounding. 1 wasn't in the
same state of mind I was that morning. I was,
like, 'I might really die.'"
She said all of these problems escalated
when she found out she was pregnant.
"It didn't actually sink (in) at first," she said.
•

lh,

I

u

.

"I panicked. I did everything in the world to
and I would hold the bottle with my right band
prove this test was wrong."
and type with my left." McDowell said.
T hough difflcult, she said she received assisAfter numerous pregnancy tests and visits to
the doctor, McDowell said she finally believed
tance fr om Create Space, an online publisher
that prints books on-demand and sells them
the two pink lines that appeared over and over.
"I feel sick. Absolutely sick," she wrote in her
internationally.
journal on March 4. "Not morning sickness
In June, McDowell's book began ,selling.
sick, but a timorous sick. What do I do? Do I go
More than 160 copies have sold through Create
ahead and kill myself, knowing that I'd be takSpace and Amazon.com.
It
wasn't
until
ing someone with me
that doesn't get a say?
AUg\lSt that Donna
"What do I do? Do I go ahead and kill
Withe-rspoon, trade
I'm not supposed to be
pregnant."
book merchandiser at
myself, knowinQ that I'd be takinQ
McDowell said it
the University Booktook a while for her to someone with me that doesn't Qet a say? store. met McDowell.
come to terms with her
"In the process of
I'mnot supposed to be preQnant."
pregnancy,
Jessie getting her
"It was actually seven
(textbooks), she said,
-Jessie McDowell
or eight months that l
'I have a book I've
freshman from Smithland. Ky.
written.' I was totally
was pregnant that I
blown away," Witherfinally decided,· 'Ok,
you're going to have to
spoon said.
get ready to be a mom,'"
Witherspoon, who is
in charge of signings at the bookstore, encourMcDowell said.
aged McDowell to do a signing, which was
While students at her high school were curious about her pregnancy, McDowell said she
Thursday.
"She opens up her life for everyone to sec,"
was surprised at how supportive her school
and family were.
Witherspoon said. "It's enlightening to have
McDowell gave birth to her son Benjamin on
her as a role model for anyone who has had
Oct. 7, 2008, just four days before her eighteenth birthday.
.
In her novel, McDowell takes the reader
through each day and examines every aspect
around her, from Halloween and the preside·n tial election to the ice storm and her days taking care of Benjamin.
"Benjamin threw up everywhere earlier,"
McDowell wrote on Oct. 23. "Not spit up, I
mean puked. He made pretty good distance."
She said these journal entries were included
in the book to describe life after pregnancy.
McDowell explained her struggles after Benjamin's birth.
"All my friends and family thought, 'This
baby wiU be so good for her, maybe she won't
(cut) anymore," McDowell said. "That didn't
happen. I was so worried about bow everything
was going to work, the baby d idn't help. The
fighting d idn't stop and then I bad the baby to
take care of-it all happened at once."
McDowell said it was a friend from school
who ultimately helped her turn her life around
and quit cutting in April.
"He was encouraging," McDowell said. "He
had said things other people ... told me, but
there was something special about him. He was
a Christian and I knew he was. He was the one
who ,really got me to stop.''
McDowell said this friend helped her publish
"Where My Ink Comes From."
She said it was challenging to self-publish
while raising her son.
"Sometimes I would have Benjamin in my lap

Mary'

emotional problems in their life. Her book says
'I've made it, and so can you.' It's really nice to
know that tht•re's people who have similar
problems as yvu and who's survived them.''
McDowell said she w:1s nervous for the signing on Thursday because of a comment she
heard.
"Someone said, 'I hope you sign your pen
name and not your teal name,'" McDowell said.
Choosing the pen name C. N. King, McDowell's name is nut part of her novel.
McDowell said she also has plans fur ;mother novel since she felt she may have left the
reader wondering what happened when she got
to college.
"I think I might do it as a series of letters to
my sun," McDowell said.
While Witherspoon and McDowell arc both
hopeful that "Where My Ink Comes From" will
be chosen for the Freshman Reading E.xpcrience book for fall 2011. both say everyone can
benefit from reading the book.
..I chose to go on with the self-injury for so
long it was hard it stop it," McDowell said. "It's
still hard. but maybe they can get my experience and stop that early on before it gets worse.
l hupe they takt• sumething from it.''
Contact
Phelps
at
robinj.phelps@

murraystate.edu.
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Grindhouse films inspire new action game
Staff writer Cody Arant writes the
video game reviews.
My generation owes a huge Jcbt
of gratitude to Quentin Tarantino.
Without him, we would probably be
unaware of an entire film genre.
Exploitation films or B movies nn.•
Tarantino's domain. From the gritty
After President
crime stories of "Reservoir Dogs"
Obama and Lady
to the homage to blaxploitation in
Gaga took a stand for
"Jackie Brown" to the Naziploitagay rights this weektion of "lnglourious Bastcrds."
end, it seemed like
nothing could hinder
Tarantino has brought subgcnrc
after subgenrc to a captive audithe equality moveence.
ment.
"Wet," the newest game from
But dang it, that
Bethesda Softworks, is an homage
didn't stop "Heroes"
to the exploitation nJm gcnH'
Charlotte from trying.
revived by Tarantino.
It was announced
Kyle
A grindhouse was a tl{catcr th:lt
Features Editor this summer Claire
specialized in exploitation films.
(Hayden Panettiere)
The name came from the 1943 film
would attend college and get a new
"Lady of Burlesque" as a reference
roommate this season. This quickly
to a strip club with bump and grind
sparked rumors of her roommate also
dancing. Imagine a theater that
being a love interest, but the show's creshows bad movies fur lc.o;s mont•y.
ators quickly extinguished the flame.
Photo courtesy of ign com
The closest modern :maloh'Y is the
Then they wrote it in, apparently mistheater that shows movies nlready
interpreting
the rumors as excitement
In 'Wet.' garners play as Rubi Monroe, a woman looking for revenge on those who double·crossed her. The game, which is modeled
for this plot development. If l start a
out on DVD for super ch1.•ap.
after grindhouse films, is filled with swearlno. drinking, blood and gore.
''Wet" recreates the theater experumor Claire and Tracy (Ali Larter) get
rience of a grindhousc as best it -:an.
or slides and time slows down, letsionail}', during bos:; fight:;.
they regularly get acquainted with
kil1ed in a freak accident (despite the fact
There is a visual setting which
ting her pick off her enemies. PlayA:;; is prob;1bly apparent, the
Rubi's sword.
both characters can survive pretty much
recreates the scratches and dirt on
ers are given o style rating hast..-d on
game i'l a sort of hodgepodge of dif·
The game is definitely worth
anything) does that mean it will happen?
an old film strip. There arc periodic
how awesome they look while tlis·
renting. It plays w'ell, has a suffiI'm willing to start it, for the record. I'll
ferent game styles. At its core it is a
third-person shooter, but there are
intcrruptjons featuring ads for
patching Rubi's foes.
ciently interesting plot and, frankly,
call up the guy who accidentally con·
everything from the snack bar to
For the most part, the missions
clements of different game genres
is just incredibly fun. Sl)mc of the
vinced Twitter that Zach Braff died.
·
"your local house of worship." The
involve a fair bit of plat forming.
present. This is quite fitting for a
scripted quick time events are
If there was ever a moment to say
· developers Wf'nt back to the source
The greatest challenge is figuring
game that is an homage to a loose
amazing to behold, though slightly
"Wow, 'Heroes' jumped the shark." this
l~ollcction of film genres.
less fun to play. If you're :1 fan of
is it. The show earns poor ratings, and a
and lovingly recreated the cxperi·
out how to progress through the
ence for players.
level. Then there arc ";ucna" areas
There isn't a whole lot to the
grind house flicks then the game is a
lot of fans only watch out of obligation.
The game's plot follows Rubi
where enemies continuuusly spawn
game. I H'ntcd it on Friday and was
must-play. but you can probably
A gimmick such as a kiss between a
Monroe, a badass woman with
until Rubi hns scaled the doors they
done early Saturday. There are only
savi.' your money and just rent it.
straight character and a bisexual or lesrevolvers that have monkeys etched
enter from.
12 (lr so levels, and they aren't very
The ESRll rates "Wet" M for
bian character is often a ploy to gain
long. There arc four difficulty levblood and gore. drug references,
media attention and ratings. Usually,
into the wooden grips. She :.tlso has
There arc also scripted areas
a sword. At the beginning of the
where an enemy rushes Rubi with a
els for story mode and a whole
intense violence, sexual content
however, these television events are
mode that pla}•ers unlock when
and strong language. It is :1vailable
saved for sweeps.
game, Rubi is crossed and double
melee weapon. She blows their
crossed. She spends the rest of the
faces off and gets splattered with
they finish story mode.
for the PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360.
In fact, "Ally McBeal" featured more
game tracking down those responblood. sending her into a frenzy.
Points Count Mode sets target
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
than one same-sex kiss with Calista
sible and destroying anyone who
The rage mode se4ucnces focus on
style scores for players to achieve
rnurraystate.edu.
Flockhart's title character, both occurgets in her way.
obliterating Rubi's fnes as quickly
in C<tCh lc\'el. There :1re also five
ring during November sweeps. The show
The game is populated by quirky,
as possible.
collel'tible cymbal mt,nkcy figurl's
won its timeslot with one featuring Lucy
in each level, but l don't think colinteresting characters who an•n't
The game also makes ust- of quick
Liu, beating out Monday Night Football.
r~ally fleshed out all that much.
time event:;. These, which arc
lecting them does anythin1; but proBecause, let's face it, what guy is ~oing
There's a German cowboy, a creepy
showing up more and more frevide :•chievements for Xbox 360
to watch other guys tackling each other
assassl.n lady who never speaks and
quenti:y jn games. basically repreplayers.
when they could be watching chicks
fairly run-of-the-mill gangsters.
sent developers coming up with a
In true grindhouse fashion, the
Zero lives: Not worth a' quarter
making out?
' Basically, the characters arc just
neat way for an important event to
game is full of swearing. drinking
in the arcade
"The O.C." went this route during its
detailed enough to make you wonplay (lUt. Players arc given minimal
and, of course, blood pOd gore.. Rubi
One life: About as much fun as an
second season, when Marissa (Mischa
der more. about them.- a hallmark~~.;QUU:ol Olr:er thc....sequcncc..-need.iJ]g
is .p<:rbap~c~Y-fund..clg\!~~·._-- - - -.ill.v.isibk.l'l...
al....
l -~------'--·.Barton} arulAlex (Olivia ~cl..sha.reu:a.~~...::J
the grindhouse days,
only to press the correct button as
tal mutilation. 'Players get bonus
Two lives: Nice way to waste a
kiss. Alex left not too long after, demonThe game is athird-person shootprompted. The game's quick time
strlc points for executing a ''b~tll
weekend
strating the biggest problem with the
~ cr. It relies heavily on a Max Payneevent!' are usually during levels
Three lives: Your next addiction
girl-on-girl make-out scene: Nobody
breaker." Mini-bosses arc frequent·
esque mechanic where Rubi jumps
involving vehicle cha:-;es and, occalyon the brunt of the fascination, as
Four lives: Game of the Year
sticks around afterwards,
The whole storyline was contrived
more as a way to. shock and draw in
j
viewers than it was to convey a meaningful relationship.
Some shows, however, do it right.
On "Buffy the Vampire Slayer," Willow (Alyson Hannigan) came out during
the show's college years. This was not
for shocks. since her relationship lasted
years until her partner's unfortunate
death.
The good is out there, and I applaud
the shows which feature an accurate portrayal of all types of relationships, but I
Photo courtesy Qf Pfl(11P!f.PI\1Ialmatt.'com
can't help but hate the rating stunts.
So, "Heroes." I can forgive the continuA to the
picJt up toilet paper Is 110 ,..,
ity errors. I can forgive killing off my
up. but sometfmes peoplt
to •
favorite characters. I don't think I can
effort at looklnv presentable. Users •• ..-.
forgive this kiss, though. I would have
aged to submit photos of these InterestinG _.....
rather spent that time finding out where
the heck Mohinder is.
~outhem
~COOl

cc

This week's new releases
milaMeTIISMy

• Cartel - .,Cycles"
• FIIQht of the Conchotds - •1 Told
You I Was Freak'(
• Tim McGraw Votce•

•..Chen·

• "The Tournament"
• "Transformers: Revenge of
the fallen"
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Last Week's Solution

Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE.
Plar more Sudoku and Win Prizes at:

PRIZESUOOKU.coM
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